
ON THE GROWTH OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS*

BY

NORMAN LEVTNSONf

1. Pólya,J in a restricted case, and Bernstein,§ under rather general condi-

tions, have, to state their results roughly, proved that the rate of growth of an

analytic function along a line can be determined by its growth along a suitable

sequence of discrete points on the line. In proving his results Bernstein uses

certain rather deep theorems from the theory of Dirichlet series and points

outlf that as yet no proof of the results has been obtained using ordinary func-

tion theory.

Here we shall give a simple function-theoretic proof of a set of theorems

which include those of Bernstein. We shall then refine our methods and obtain

a set of new theorems which are remarkably precise. (See Theorem VII for

example.)

We shall deal exclusively with functions which are analytic in a sector and

of order l.|| For use here we can define the Phragmen-Lindelöf function for

a function f(z) analytic in a sector | am z | á a, as

log I f(reie) I .
(1.0) h(6) = lim sup        '    ——, \e\^a.

r—»« r

The following theorems are among those which will be proved.

Theorem I.** Let tf>(z) be analytic in some sector | am z\ ^a. Let h(9) defined

as in (1.0) be its Phragmen-Lindelöf function and let h(0) =a. Suppose

(1.1) h(6) ^ a cos0 + b\ sinö|, |ö|a«.

Let {z„ ] be a sequence of complex numbers such that

n
(1.2) lim— = D,
_ n-»«  Zn

* Presented to the Society, September 10, 1937; received by the editors March 4, 1937.

f National Research Fellow.

i G. Pólya, Untersuchungen über Lücken und Singularitäten von Potenzreihen, Mathematische

Zeitschrift, vol. 29 (1924).
§ V. Bernstein, Généralisation et Conséquences d'un théorème de Le Roy-Lindelöf, Bulletin des

Sciences Mathématiques, vol. 52 (1928) ; and Séries de Dirichlet, Chapter IX, Paris, 1933.

If V. Bernstein, Séries de Dirichlet, loc. cit., pp. 229 and 249.

|| Functions of any other finite order can be transformed to functions of order 1 by w=zp.

** In the case of real {z„} a proof of this theorem and a related gap theorem were given by the

author in the Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 42 (1936), p. 702.
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where D is real, and such that for somed>0

(1.3) | 2n — zm\ ^ I n — m\ d.

If

(1.4) irD>b,

then

„   -v ,. log I <t>M I      .. log | 4>(r) |
(1.5) hm sup-j-j- = hm sup-•

n-»» | Zn | r—»« r

In the case where the sequence {z„} is real, Theorem I is due to Bern-

stein.* We observe that (1.2) requires, if z„ = rnei6n, that n/rn-^D and that

10„ | —>0 as n—» oo . In other words all except a finite number of the z„ will lie

in any sector containing the real axis.

A special case of Theorem I is the following:

Theorem II. Let 4>(z) be analytic and of exponential type] in the half-plane

| am z\ ^\w. If L is defined by

(1.6) h(iw) + h(- ¿tt) = 2a-7,

and if {z„} is a sequence satisfying (1.2) and (1.3), then

(1.7) 7>>7

implies (1.5).

It is easy to see by considering sin -wz at the points zn = n that (1.7) is criti-

cal, for in this case D = 7, = 1 and it is clear that (1.5) is not true. Nevertheless

we shall show that the condition (1.7) can be weakened considerably without

disrupting the theorem. It is in weakening this condition that we obtain a

new and very precise set of theorems.

The simplest of these theorems is

Theorem VII. Let <j>(z) be analytic and of exponential type in the sector

| am z | á |t. Let

<t>(iy) =0(1), |y|->».

Let {zn} be a sequence of density t D^O, such that |am zn|—>0 as n—K» and

* Loc. cit., Chapter IX. Likewise Theorem II stated below is due to Bernstein in the case where

the {z„} are real.

t A function/(z) is of exponential type in a sector, | am z\ ia,if /(z) = 0(eci*')> | am z\ ga, for

some constant C.

Î In case the density of jz„¡ is greater than zero, Theorem II gives Theorem VTI at once. Thus

this theorem is really of interest when £>=0 in which case Theorem II cannot be applied.
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\z„—zm\ ^ \n — m\d. A necessary and sufficient condition that (1.5) hold is that

^     1
a.«) :

i    | z„ |

Clearly Theorem VII is a much sharper result than that obtained by try-

ing to apply Theorem II. For example, if zn=n log (1+m), Theorem VII is

applicable while Theorem II is not.

The condition <t>(iy) =0(1) in Theorem VII can easily be replaced by

°° log+|*(*y)| J
dy < oo .

/: l + y2

Analogous results are true in Theorem VI which follows and in related the-

orems.

Another of these theorems is

Theorem VI. Let <p(z) be analytic and of exponential type in the half-plane

|amz| ^\w.Let

<p(iy) = 0(8-* i »")

and let {X„} be an increasing sequence of positive numbers satisfying

(1.9) lim — = D,        \n+x - X„ = d > 0.
»-*» Xn

Let A(«) be the number of X„ <«. If

" A(w) - uL
(1.10) I      -:-du = oo

/' °° A(«) -i        "~5
and if*

(1.11) A(u)>Lu + C

for some C, then

log | tp(K) |      ,.          log | <p(x)
um sup- = Inn sup-

Theorem VI goes much further than Theorem II in that it does not ex-

clude the possibility of D=L.
We shall first give simple function-theoretic proofs of Theorems I, II, and

related results which are due to Bernstein in case {z„} is real. In §3 we

* This condition is by no means critical. It can for example be replaced by A(u)>Lu—ua—C,

a<l. However condition (1.10) is the divergence condition (1.8) of Theorem VII, and, as in that

theorem, it is easy to show that it is a best possible result.
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will turn to the proofs of our new results such as Theorem VI, VII, and re-

lated theorems.

2. Here we concern ourselves with Theorems I and II and certain of their

extensions.

The following result of Phragmén and Lindelöf will be of basic impor-

tance:*

Theorem A. Letf(z) be an analytic function of z=reie, regular in the region

R between two straight lines making an angle ir/a at the origin, and on the lines

themselves. Suppose \f(z)\ ^M on the lines and that as r—>°° ,/(z) =0(erß) uni-

formly in Rfor some ß<a. Thenf(z) ^ M throughout D.

We also require

Lemma 1. Let {z„} satisfy (1.2) and (1.3). If

(2.0) ^) = n(i-24).

then along the line am z = 0

log I Fire") I . .
(2.1) lim        '     -— = irD\ sin 0\,        M0,t.

r—»co r

Also

log 1 Fix) |
lim sup-j—¡-= 0.

1*1-»«        I x|

(2.3) JT = 0(eunog|2|)> \z±zn\^hd,
F(z)

1
- = 0(e«l'»l).

F'iZn)

For real {zn} all these results are well known.f (2.3) can be made much

more precise but suffices for our purposes. The proof of this lemma is quite

straightforward. Since it is very much the same as for real {zn} we omit it.

* See, e.g., Titchmarsh, Theory of functions, Oxford, 1932, p. 177.

t F. Carlson, Über Potenzreihen mit endlich vielen verschiedenen Koeffizienten, Mathematische

Annalen, vol. 79 (1919), pp. 237-245, especially pp. 239-240.

(2.2)

Moreover

and for any e>0

(2.4
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Proof of Theorem I. We observe that there is no loss of generality in tak-

ing a <%ir. Clearly if (1.5) does not hold there exists a c such that

m r> i- log I ̂ (z") 1 /     .        ,. lQg 1 <t>(x) i
(2.5) lim sup-i-i-< c < a = hm sup-•

»-♦so I Zn I x-"*> X

It follows from (2.4) and (2.5) that

"       tp(zn)e-""

(2.6) g(z) = £ —\f--e«F(z)
X      F'(zn)(z  —  Z„)

is an entire function. Since g(zn) =<p(zn) it follows that

^ ^ ,, s      *(z) ~ S(^)
(2.7) Hz) =-—-

F(z)

is analytic for |am z\ ga. Using (1.1), (2.3), and (2.6), it follows that for

\z-zn\ ~^hd

(2.8) i(z) = OCe,z| l0«i-i).

But yj/(z) is analytic and (2.8) being true on the circles \z — z„\ = |d must be

true inside, since a function analytic in a domain takes its maximum value on

the boundary of the domain. Therefore (2.8) holds in the entire sector.

From (1.1), (2.1), (2.6), and (2.7)

\¡/(re±ia) = 0(exp [r(a cos a + b sin a — icD sin a + e)] + exp [cr cos a]), e > 0.

Or setting (ttD — b) tan a = y we have

(2.9) \f/(re±ia) = 0(exp [r cos a(a — y + t sec a)] + exp [cr cos a]).

Since 7rD>b, y>0. If we take €<^7 cos a, then (2.9) becomes

\p(re±ia) = 0(exp [pr cos a]),        /> = max (a — %y, c).

In other words \ff(z)e~pz is bounded for am z= ±a. But by Theorem A, this

and (2.8) implies that it is bounded in the entire sector (—a, a). Thus in par-

ticular

(2.10) ^(x) = 0(epx),        p =max (a - \y, c).

But by (2.7), tp(x)=\P(x)F(x)+g(x). When we use (2.2), (2.6), and (2.10),

this gives

log | tp(x) I
lim sup- á max (a — \y, c).

x->" X

This contradicts the assumption that h(0)=a and proves Theorem I.
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Proof of Theorem II.   There is no loss in generality in assuming that

h(hw)=h(-hTr)=TrL.

Let us set
log | 4>(x) |

lim sup- = a.
*-»» X

Then clearly when we apply Theorem A to <p(z)exp[(irL+e)iz— (a+e)z],

e>0, in the upper right quadrant, it follows at once from Theorem A that

here

h(8) ^ a cos 0 + irL | sin 0 |.

Similarly this holds in the lower right quadrant. Theorem II now follows at

once from Theorem I.

Theorem III. Let $(z) be an analytic function in the right half-plane

I am z I ̂  \tt such that

2« )(2.11) $(reie) = 0(exp [(a log r cos 0 + irb\ sin (91 + e)r]), \ 0 \ ^ |i

where a ^ 0, o ̂  — fa, and e is an arbitrary positive quantity. If {zn} is a se-

quence satisfying (1.2) and (1.3) and if

(2.12) 7>>o + |a,

then
log     $(z„)

(2.13) lim sup        . ^ irp
n—»» 2n

implies

(2.14) $(rei9) = 0(exp [irr(p cos 0 + o | sin 6 \ + e)]).

Proof. We shall assume that a>0, for if a = 0 we have Theorem II. Let

Hz)
(2.15) 4>(z) = ■

T(l + az)

From Stirling's formula it follows easily that for | 61 ̂  |x and large r

log | T(l + are") \ — ar log r cos 0 + ar$ sin 0 + ar cos 0 — § log r = 0(1).

Thus from (2.11)

(2.16) <p(rei$) = 0(exp [(irb \ sin 0 | + ad sin 0 + a cos 0 + é)r]),     | 0 | ^ \-k,

and from (2.13)

(2.17) #(z„) = 0(exp [(— a log | zn | cos 0n + irp + a + e) | zn \ ]).

Using (2.12), (2.16), and (2.17) in Theorem II, we see that
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(2.18) lim sup
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log | <p(re») |
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0    <

As in the proof of Theorem I we define

(2.19)
-       tp(zn)e^^

«CO = L 7—r,--e~A'F(z),
1     F'(zn)(z - Zn)

where here A is any real number. We also consider \p(z) = {<p(z) —g(z)]/F(z).

As in Theorem I, \p(z) is an analytic function satisfying (2.8) for | am z\ ^ §7r.

Along the imaginary axis (assuming 9îz„ > 1 as we may with no restriction)

$(iy) | ^ max
4>(iy)

F(iy)
+ E

tp(zn)eAln

F'(Zn)

By (2.1), (2.12), and (2.16), \tp(iy)/F(iy) \ is bounded. Thus there exists some

Mx >0, which is entirely independent of A, such that

(KZn)^'"
(2.20) I t(iy) I ̂  mx + £

F'(Zn)

Along am z = \iri we have, using (2.1), (2.18), and (2.19),

^,(reri/4) = o(exp [- 2Ar] + exp [- Ar cosÍtt]).

Using this and (2.20) in Theorem A, we see that yp(z)eAz is bounded in the

sectors \w ^ am z ̂  \ir and — \ w ̂  am z ̂  |ir, or in the entire right half-plane.

Again from Theorem A, (2.20) now implies that

<p(zn)e-Azn

F'(Zn)

| ^(z) | á il/i + Z
i

In particular then

(2.21)       | iKre"'4) I ^ exp [- Ar cos fr] (mx + ¿

am z\ ^ \ir.

<p(zn)eA"

F'(zn) l>
In the following we use IÍ2, M3, etc., to represent positive constants inde-

pendent of A. Using (2.19) and (2.1), we have

(2.22)        I g(re"l*) \ g exp [- Ar cos i» + *-Z>] M2 ¿

Since 0(z)=g(z)+iA(z)P(z) we have, using (2.1), (2.21), and (2.22),

I tp(re^) I g exp [- Ar cos \w + irDr]M3(l + ¿     *'" Y
\ 1 P (Zn) 1/



F'(Zn)
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Or setting A = a log r, we have

| <t>(rerili) |

(2.23) / •     <KzK)exp[qZnlogr]  [\
g exp [- aflogrcos|ir + ir7»r]M3 I 1 + ¿^   -77^-    )•

\ i P(z„) 1/

If we use (2.4) and (2.17), we have

<b(zn) exp [azn log r]  |' T^W I

= 0 Í H exp   — a | zn | log —— cos 0n + (irp + a + e) | z„ |   j.

But exp[—\u log («/r)] has for its maximum value as u varies eXrle. Thus if

B>\ is so large that log B>2(irp+a+e)/a, then

4>(zn) exp [azn log r] I /
—   = 01 (r exp [(ir/> + a + «)Pr + ar/e\

+   J2    exp [-| zn| (2cos0n-1)(tt/> +a + «)])
\'J>Br /

= 0(exp [Pr(2a + irp + «)]).

Using this in (2.23) gives

4>(reTili) = 0(exp [- ar log r cos £ir + Cr]) ,

where C = 7rZ>+5(2a + 7r/>+e). Or in (2.15)

Hre^l*) = 0(eCr).

But this and (2.11) for 6= +|ir, used in Theorem A, show that <3?(z) is of ex-

ponential type in the right half-plane. Theorem III now follows at once from

Theorem II.

Theorem IV. If in Theorem III, (2.13) is replaced by

(2.24) $(Zn) =0(| exp [- ¿znlog |z„|]|),        k > 0,

then (2.14) is replaced by

(2.25) $(re») = 0(exp [(- £ log reos 0 + tto | sin f? | +«)r]),    |0|^|ir.

Proof. This proof is identical with that of Theorem III except that in

(2.17) we take account of (2.24) and replace a by a+k. This modification

will then cause a corresponding change in (2.23) where a is again replaced "by

a+k since now we set A = ia+k) log r. This finally gives us
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$(rex.74) m 0(exp [- kr log r cos It + Cr]).

From this we see that $(z)T(l+kz) is of exponential type and therefore

Theorem II can be applied to obtain Theorem IV.

Theorem V. If <£(z) satisfies the requirements of Theorem III with (2.13)

replaced by (2.24) and

(2.26) * > 26,

then 3>(z) =0.

In proving this and subsequent results of this type we use a fundamental

theorem* of Carleman, or rather a consequence of this theorem.

Let f(z) be analytic in the half-plane |am z\ ^^ir and let R>1. Then

i rB/i      i\      , .
2J1 b-]¿¡;ioslXiy)/<-iy)l¿y
2t

(2.27)
If*H-I       log I f(Reie) I cos 0 dd + A > 0,

ItR J -ir/2

where A is some number depending only onf(z).

Proof. Applying (2.27) to #(*) we have, assuming it is not identically

zero,

1   rR(1       l\        . .
- A < — I    ( — - — 1 iog+ I <t>(iy)H- iy) I dy

2irJi   \y2      R2/

If-'2 . .
H-I        log+ I i(reiS) I cos 0 dO.

irR J _T/2

Using (2.25) and replacing A by another constant A1, we get

-Ai< (b + t)logR - iklogR,

or 2(0+e)^&. But by (2.26) this is impossible for arbitrarily small e. Thus

$(z)=0.

3. In this section we consider Theorem VI and related theorems. We re-

call that Theorem VI may be valid even when D = L. The proof is quite

different from those of the previous section.

The method of this section can best be presented by first using it to give

an alternative proof of Theorem II.

Alternative proof of Theorem II. There is no restriction in assuming that

(3.0) h(\ir) = h(- Jtt) = tL.

E. C. Titchmarsh, The Theory of Functions, Oxford, 1932, p. 130.
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Moreover it is clear that (1.5) follows if we prove that

(3.1)
r           log I »(«-) I «. n
hm sup-i-i-^ 0

»-•oo Zn

implies that A(0)^0.

As in (2.6)

(3.2) *M - ? ■=
<p(zn)e~

e"F(z)
r   F'(Zn)(z  -  Zn)

for any e>0, is an entire function of exponential type. And as in (2.7)

<*>(z) - g(z)
(3.3) Hz) =

F(z)

is analytic for |am z\ ^§7r. As in (2.8)

(3.4) iKz) =0(exp [ | z | log |z|]), |«sts|¿}*.

Since <p(z) and g(z) are of exponential type in | am z\ ^%ir, (2.1) and (3.3) give

(3.5) t(reTili) = 0(eBr)

for some P>0. From (3.3) we have

(3.6) Hiy)
tp(iy)

+ E
tp(zn)e~

F'(Zn)(iy  ~  Zn)F(iy)

Since D>L, (3.0) and (2.1) imply that

(3.7) <t>(iy)/F(iy) = 0(exp [ - \*(D -L)\y\]).

From (3.6) and (3.7)

(3.8) Hiy)=o(TT).
\\y\/

Using (3.5) and (3.8), ze~2Bt^(z) is bounded along the imaginary axis and the

line am z = \ir. By Theorem A this and (3.4) implies that it is bounded in the

entire right half-plane. Thus.

d/(z)e-2Bz

(3.9)
1 + z - °(t+\

When we use this, it follows at once from the Cauchy integral theorem that

for x>0,
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\p(z)e~2Bl        1    r <0° <p(s)e~2B*     ds>(z)e~2B* 1     r *°° <P(s

i+z 2iciJ_ix    12iriJ _ix    Í + s     z — s

1    f «°° ip(s)e-2B>

Or if

= -- I      -¿5 I    e-^'-'Uu
2tí J _,•«,    1 + s J o

1       Ç °° /• <°° ̂(s)e-2B«
= - I      e-"2dw I      -eusd\s

2iriJ o J -i«    1 + J

1    T ia0 \Ks)e-2S*
(3.10) //(«) = — ',        g"d5,

2iriJ-ix    1+5

then for x>0,

\p(z)e~2B'       r *
(3.11) -^-=        H(u)e-"'du

1 + Z «/n

When we use (3.9) and close the path of integration to the right in (3.10),

it is clear that

(3.12) 77(w) = 0,        u < 0.

On the other hand, when we use (3.3) in (3.10), it follows that

1   (•*"   <t>(it)e-2iBt1   rtK
H(u) = - J

27T J _,-_

eiutdt
F(it)(l + it)

(3.13)
"    (f>(z„)e-"°     1     ÇiK        e«(«-2B+«)

"     i F'izn)        2^J_iao(l + í)(í-Zn)

Or for m < 25-e,

(3.14) 77(
1   /•-    4>(it)e~2Bit -    *(.

w) = — I       -e*"'di —  >Z —
2tJ_F(«í)(1 + a) i   F'(

<¡>(it)e-2Bit                   »    0(zn)e2»(u-2S)
_eiu'dt _ /    _

F(*0(1  +  Ä) 1     F'(8.)(l  + Zn)

Clearly by (3.1), (2.4), and (1.2) the infinite series on the right of (3.14)

represents an analytic function for u<2B. Again by (3.7) it follows that the

infinite integral on the right of (3.14) represents an analytic function in u

for — oo <u < «5. Since the sum of two analytic functions is analytic it follows

that H(u) is analytic for u<2B-e. But by (3.12), H(u) =0, w<0. Therefore

H(u)=0, u<2B—e. Using this in (3.11), we have

r¡,(x)e-2B*       /•«
- =   I       e~uxH(u)du.

1 + x        J 2B-<
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By (3.9) and (3.10), H(u) is bounded. Thus

$(x)e-2Bx

L±-L-= o(e-*<2S-<>)
1 + x

or \p(x) =0(e2"). If we recall that tp(x) =g(x)+F(x)\p(x), it follows that

log  I tb(x) I
A(0) = lim sup        ' '  ^ 2e.

I— X

Since e is arbitrary, h(0) ^0. This completes the proof.

The difference between this proof and those of §2 is that here we get a

representation of \k(z) in terms of H(u). In this section we are attempting to

refine Theorem II so that D >L, (1.7), is not necessary. Let us see how such

a change would affect the argument in the preceding theorem. It is clear

that the crucial point in this argument is the paragraph following (3.14) and

it is only with this that we need concern ourselves here.

It is convenient to write (3.14) as

(3.15) //(«) = Hx(u) - H2(u),        u<2B-e,

where

tp(it)e-2iBt
eiu'dt

1   /•<
(3.16) Hx(u) = — I
1 2t J-x F(it)(l + it)

and

"    <Kzn)e*»<u-2J»

(3.17) h2(u)= z ;,. '   ,  , •
1     P'(Zn)(l  + Zn)

It is clear that H2(u) is analytic for u<2B irrespective of how D compares

with L. Therefore it is only with Hx(u) that we need be concerned in changing

(1.7). If D = L, then there need exist no 5>0 such that

tp(it)/F(it) = 0(e-{l'l)

and ZZi(w) need no longer be analytic.

Is there any weaker condition than analyticity on Hx(u) that tells us that

if Hx(u)=H2(u), u<0, and Z?'2(m) is analytic for u<a, then Hx(u)—H2(u),

u<a? That there are such weaker conditions is shown by the following result.

Theorem B. //

/» oo

(3.18) f(u) = J    G(t)eiiudt,

where G(t)eL(—<», °o ) and if for t>0
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(3.19) G(t) =0(e-»«>),

where 6(t) is a monotone non-decreasing function such that

/•°° e(t)— dt= oo ,
i      t

then if f(u) coincides with an analytic function over some interval it coincides

with the analytic function over its entire interval of analyticity on the u axis*

In order to use this theorem with Hx(u) for /(«) it must be shown that

<p(it)/F(it) satisfies a condition of the type (3.19) under the hypothesis of

Theorem VI. This is done by

Lemma 2. //

o.«) ns).n(i-£)

and if {X„} satisfies the requirements of Theorem VI, then there exists a non-

decreasing function 6(y), y>0, such that for sufficiently large \y\

(3.22) e*L^/F(iy) = 0(\ y |*V-»<i»i>),

and such that

/><*   0(y)
-i^-dy- ».

i      y2

Proof. We assume that Xi è 1 (since we can discard any X„'s which are less

than one). Clearly

log | F(iy) | = j   dA(u) log (l + -^

c'Mm)     y2    ,

J 0 «

Since

we have

/• 00 y2 + u2

y2 + u2

du = ir I y I,

* In On a class of non-vanishing functions, Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society,

vol. 41 (1936), p. 393, it is shown that if f(u) vanishes over any interval it vanishes identically. Theo-

rem B is closely related to this result. The proof of Theorem B will appear shortly in the Journal

for Mathematics and Physics.
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.            .            .     .           C"  A(u) - Lu        y2
log    F(iy)| -rL\y\ =2 -i--£— du

J0 u y2 + u2

/' "            y2u        f"°  A(m) - Lu
du —- I      -du

o       (y2 + u2)2Jo           u

/y2u             Cu                               dv             f00        y2u
-du       (A(v) - Lv + C)-47 I-du

o  (y2 + u2)2      'i                               v           Jo    (y2 + u2)2

/•- y2ulogu
— 4C I     -du

Jo   (y2 + u2)2

/°°       y2u r i"i dv
. /,     „t au (A(v) - Lv + C) - - 4(7 + C) - 2C log    y

1,1 (y2 + u2)2     J i v

r l»l Ait) -Lv + C .    .
=   I       -dv — 2C log | y I + constant.

J i o

If we set

' * A(o) -Lv + C6(y) = J" ¿»,       y > l,

then by (1.11), ff(y) is non-decreasing. Also

/' °°  e(y)             ("° dy  Cv A(v) -Lv + C
——dy=\      —I    -¿a

i       y2             J i     y2 J i               v

r °° a(») -Lv + C

~ Jl V2

■ dv =  oo

This proves the lemma.

Proof of Theorem VI. Here, as in the alternative proof of Theorem II,

it suffices to show that lim sup log|^(X„)|/X„^0 implies h(0) ¿0. The proof

proceeds almost exactly like that of the alternative proof of Theorem II up

to (3.14) except that we concern ourselves with e~2Bz^(z)/(l+z)2c+2 here. So

in place of (3.14) we get

rr/ s        1   CiX       4>(iy)e-2iB» .    J -        0(X.)e*-<-»>
H(u) = — I      -eiu"dy — V -,

2* J_i.F(iy)(l + iy)2C+2 7        i    F'(X„)(1 + X„)2^+2

u < 2B — €.

As before the infinite series on the right is analytic for u<2B and H(u) =0,

m<0, or by (3.15), Hi(u)=H2(u), u<0. By Lemma 2

„ , ,       1   f1"       <t>(iy)e-2iB» .
Hi(u) = — I      -eluvdy

2irJ-i00F(iy)(l + iy)2C+2
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satisfies the requirements of Theorem B. Since

-        0(X„)ex»<«-2s>

Hx(u) = H2(u) =  V -,        u < 0,
1      F'(hn)(l  + \n)2C+2

Theorem B implies that this is true for u<2B — e. That is H(u)=0 for

u<2B — e. As in the alternative proof of Theorem II, this leads at once to

\p(x) =0(e2ei). h(0) ^0 follows at once completing the proof.

There are variations of Theorem VI such as the following:

Theorem VI-A. Theorem VI remains true if (1.10) is replaced by

tp(iy) =0(exp [tL| y I - 0( | y|)]),

where 6(y), y >0, is a non-decreasing function of y which satisfies (3.20).

The proof of this result is quite obvious from what precedes.

Before proving Theorem VII the following result very much like Lemma 2

is necessary.

Lemma 3. Let F(z) be defined as in (2.0) with {zn\ satisfying the require-

ments of Theorem VII. Then

1

F(iy)
0(e-« <!"!>),

where 0(y), y >0, is a non-decreasing function of y satisfying (3.20).

If Zn = rnei,n, there is no loss of generality in assuming that | 0„| <\w. We

then have, if A(u) is the number of | z„| <u,

!       !     i ^     /     2y2 A
log | F(iy) | = - £ log ( 1 + — cos 20„ + ^)

log 2  fl"l 1       .     .
>-^-J      dA(«)>-A(|y|).

Ifwetake0(y)=A(|y|),then iP^h^Oiexpf-^Oyl)]). To prove (3.20)
we have

rx A(y)¿ =limrr ¿A(y)    a(^)-i
o/0     y2 4-»«L«Z0       y A   j
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By (1.8)

*> o

dA(y)

and therefore (3.20) is satisfied.

Proof of Theorem VII. To show that (1.8) is sufficient we proceed exactly,

as in the alternative proof of Theorem II up to (3.14). We then use Lemma 3

to apply Theorem B to Hi(u), (3.16), and show that H(u)=0, u<2B — e.

From this the fact that (3.1) implies «(0) S|0 follows at once.

We now turn to the necessity of condition (1.8). Let us assume that

zn

<   oo

Then we shall show that np such result as (1.5) holds. Let

(¡>(z) = 11 -— •
1      (Z + Zn)(z + Z„)

Then <¡>(z) is analytic in the right half-plane. Moreover

*(«") | = II
re"

reie + zn

pie_
Zn

reie + Zn
= 1. 0|    á   ¿7T.

Therefore <f>(z) satisfies the requirements of Theorem VII. Moreover

log I 4>(zn) \
lim sup - =    —    CXI

If (1.5) could be applied it would give

log | <j>(x)
lim sup - =   —   oo

Applying Theorem A to ec'<j)(z), C>0, in the upper and lower right quad-

rants we see that it is bounded. Then again applying Theorem A to the

bounded function eCz<b(z) in the right half-plane, we see that for | am z| úh™,

| eCz<j>(z) |=1. Since C can be made arbitrarily large this means that <j>(z) =0,

which obviously is not the case. Thus (1.8) is a necessary condition in order

that Theorem VII be true.

The analogue of Theorem III in this section is the following:

Theorem VIII. Let i>(z) be an analytic function in the right half-plane

| am z| g f 7T such that for any e >0

$(rew) = 0(exp [(a log r cos 0 + e cos 0 + b | sin 0 | )r]), a!*,
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where a^O, o= — \a, and let {X„} be a positive increasing sequence satisfying

(1.9). Let A(u) be the number o/X» <«. //

A(u) — (b + \a)u

/.'
du   =    00

if for some C, A(u)>(b+\a)u — C, and

log | $(Xn) |
(3. 24) lim sup- iS irp,

n—»« Xn

then

(3.25) $(reie) = 0(exp [irr(p cos 0 + 6 | sin 0 | + e cos 0) ]) , \d\^\ir,

where € w a« arbitrary positive quantity.

Proof. As in Theorem III we consider <j>(z) =$(z)/r(l+az). By Theo-

rem VI it follows that (2.18) holds. g(z) is defined as in (2.19) and \¡/(z)

= {0(z)-g(z)}/F(z).

In formulas analogous to (2.20), (2.21), and so on, we consider

^(z)/(l+z)2c rather than just \p(z) as in Theorem III. Otherwise the proof

now proceeds in precisely the same way as in Theorem III.

Theorem IX. If in Theorem VIII (3.24) is replaced by

$(X„) = 0(exp [- k\n log | X„ |]),        k > 0,

then (3.25) is replaced by

<i>(reie) = 0(exp [(- k log r cos 0 + e cos 0 + irb \ sin 0 | )r]).

Proof. This theorem is related to Theorem VIII in the same way as

Theorem IV is related to Theorem III and its proof follows almost at once

from that of Theorem VIII just as that of Theorem IV follows almost at

once from Theorem III.

Theorem X. Let $(z) satisfy the requirements of Theorem VIII with (3.24)

replaced by

log  | *(X») | + 2b\n log Xn
(3.26) hm sup- = — oo .

n—»« Xn

Then $(z) =0.

Proof. Applying Theorem IX to eÄ2i>(z) for any B>0, we have

(3.27) | $(z) | ^ Biiexo [(- 2b log r cos 0 - B cos 0 + vb \ sin 0 | )r]),

f       ê    2 7T,
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where Bx is a constant depending on B. Applying (2.27) to <£(z) and using

(3.27) we have for some Ax depending only on i>(z) (if 3>(z) does not vanish

identically),

i rR( i     i\ i  rTl2
-Ax^~\     ( - - — ) (2wby)dy + — log+1 $(Pe«) | cos 0 d6.

2ttJx   \y2      R2/ irRJ-r/2

Again using (3.27)

2b log R + B r T'2 C Tl2
-Ax-blogR^-J        cos20¿0 + ftl        cos0|sin0|d0

T J -T/2 J -T/2

log Pi  rrl2
H-I       cos 0¿0.

irP    J _»/2
Or

2
-Aig-iB + b -\-log Pi.

7rP

Letting R—» oo we see that by choosing B > 2A x+2b we obtain a contradiction.
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